**ABSTRACT**

When commanders develop decisions during counterinsurgency operations their impact can potentially be great. One area where the commanders’ decision is seriously affecting the battle space is construction. Since the United States spends a large portion of Afghan reconstruction funds on facilities and infrastructure, to the tune of $17.65 billion in the last three years, the processes used to administer, manage, and execute construction projects needs to be examined. Examination of the construction process in Afghanistan needs to include how it ties into and supports the counterinsurgency “Logical Lines of Operations” (LOOs). A successful construction program directly and indirectly benefits each of the LOOs and contributes to the exit strategy. There are many ways construction impacts a battle space. Some methods are more timely, secure, or supportive of the troops’ quality of life while other approaches provide better support to the LOOs and the exit strategy. A re-examination of the construction strategy can lead to improvements in Afghanistan and the eventual redeployment of U.S. forces.
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Executive Summary

Title: Construction of Military Facilities in Afghanistan: Is the United States Utilizing the Best Course of Action?

Author: Lieutenant Commander Patrick C. Jors, Civil Engineer Corps, United States Navy

Thesis: Central Command and United States Forces - Afghanistan's operational decisions on management of military facilities construction in the Afghanistan Theater is a great example of the far reaching effects created by a course of action selected early on in a counterinsurgency operation.

Discussion: When commanders develop decisions, even on items not directly related to engaging the enemy, their impact can potentially be great. One area where the commanders’ decision is seriously affecting the battle space is construction. Since the United States spends a large portion of funds allocated for Afghanistan's reconstruction on building facilities and infrastructure, to the tune of $17.65 billion in the last three years, the processes used to administer, manage, and execute construction projects needs to be examined. Examination of the construction process in Afghanistan needs to include how it ties into and supports the counterinsurgency “Logical Lines of Operations” (LOOs). A successful construction program directly and indirectly benefits each of the LOOs, and more importantly, contributes to the exit strategy. The decision is not an easy one, especially if leaders are unfamiliar with a function, such as construction. There are many ways construction impacts a battle space. Some methods are more timely, secure, or supportive of the troops’ quality of life while other approaches provide better support to the LOOs and the exit strategy. A re-examination of the construction strategy can lead to improvements in Afghanistan and the eventual redeployment of U.S. forces.

Conclusion: The methods currently utilized for administration, management, and execution of construction in Afghanistan impact success on the battlefield, tweaking some practices can result in better support to the LOOs.
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Preface

The choice of construction as the lens to examine the difficulty counterinsurgency leaders face when selecting courses of action was developed based on: 1. The author’s experience with U.S. military construction methods in Afghanistan; 2. The far reaching effects of construction on counterinsurgency battle spaces; and 3. The opportunity to compare western style construction practices used by the U.S. military with Afghan building culture. In addition, I want to thank my parents and grandparents for ensuring I received a good education, my leaders and peers in the Civil Engineer Corps for enabling the progress and enjoyment of my career, and my teachers and fellow students at the Command and Staff College for the great instruction that allowed me to write this paper. Specifically I want to thank Dr. Jacobsen for his patience in mentoring the progress of this paper and Meredith Harris, my girlfriend, for her support while I struggled through the research and writing.
Introduction

The complexity of the interconnectedness of counterinsurgency operations creates incredible difficulties for battlefield commanders when choosing operational or tactical courses of action. Short term gains realized by one operational decision may develop into long term disasters, while near term difficulties caused by another choice can result in eventual profits. For example, the decision to engage enemy insurgents with lethal force can benefit a commander by reducing resistance in his battle space or, if a stray round strikes a non-combatant, the decision may increase opposition. Risk inherent in the decision making process throughout the counterinsurgency fight is big, possibly bigger than in conventional warfare. Central Command's selection of military facilities construction methods in Afghanistan is an example of how seemingly simple decisions influence a counterinsurgency operation.

Doctrinally, fighting insurgencies is the responsibility of the host nation government; third party nations - such as coalition countries composing the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan - play only a supporting role. For this reason, facilities constructed by third parties eventually become property of the host nation. Therefore, construction of usable, sustainable facilities is in the best long-term interest of both the host and third party nations. The host nation benefits from the facilities after the third party countries redeploy. The third party nations benefit from a smooth transition of the host nation into working facilities, and by a better return on their investment.

Difficulties leaders face when selecting construction methods for military facilities in wartime include cultural, economic, security, time, and quality of life implications. Depending on the type of war, leaders must weigh some implications more heavily. In conventional wars, security and time implications matter most, while culture and economic benefits probably do not factor into decisions at all. In insurgency wars, however, construction investment can seriously
contribute to the success of operations since it potentially benefits the local economy more quickly by creating jobs and industry thereby positively influencing local opinions toward the side of the counterinsurgency. In addition, cultural and economic considerations in construction techniques matter more to local populations than the security of third party forces, timeliness of construction, or the quality of life of foreign troops. While leaders certainly must consider security of their military forces, timely construction of their facilities, and their quality of life, one can argue that cultural and economic factors should weigh more on construction methods in a counterinsurgency war than a conventional war, especially in a developing country such as Afghanistan.

Currently, U.S. military forces are not spending construction funds with Afghanistan’s cultural or economic interests in mind. International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) leaders are not taking advantage of key opportunities. There are advantages to the United States’ choice of construction methods in Afghanistan, but the current course of action is fulfilling short-term U.S. needs, such as troop quality of life, and not the long-term needs of the Afghan people: industry, jobs, education, and governance. The United States’ decisions on construction of military facilities were not operationally sound for the war in Afghanistan.

Background

Construction in Developing Countries

Governments in developing countries are typically unable to provide incentives to modernize their construction industries or promote their growth. An examination of the construction industries of developing countries by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) revealed how disproportionally little consideration planners give to the construction industry. In both developed and developing countries, however, the construction
industry plays a major role in the economy by contributing significantly to the gross domestic product, employing a large portion of the working population and interacting strongly with other sectors of the economy. A healthy construction industry is both a result of, and a prerequisite for, economic development. In addition, the construction industry is pivotal in infrastructure development, which can be the foundation for both economic and social progress. Construction also provides the facilities required for governance and security, which can contribute to additional capital investments in the economy, enhance social development, and empower the workforce.

While construction industries in both developed and developing nations are cyclical in nature and one of the first industries to feel the effect of an economic boom or recession, the low periods of the cycle are more severe in developing nations where resources are limited. Developing countries also suffer from low standards of living, political instability, unemployment, under employment, and low levels of productivity. In addition, the fickle demand for construction, linked to political and economic instability, creates difficulties in developing strategies to stimulate growth. These trends, along with financial and other business risks, hinder the development of construction industries in developing countries under normal circumstances.

**Current Construction Environment in Afghanistan**

Afghanistan, as a developing country is currently facing abnormal circumstances. The recent effort of the United States to develop the capacity of the government of Afghanistan (GoA) offers a rare opportunity for military planners to provide the incentives required to develop Afghanistan’s construction industry and promote its growth. Since 2005, the U.S. has allocated approximately $56 billion for reconstruction in Afghanistan. Of the $56 billion, the
U.S. appropriated at least $17.65 billion for construction of infrastructure and facilities in the last three years, according to United States Central Command.

According to Central Command, funding of military facilities comes from six different appropriations: Military Construction (MILCON), Operations and Maintenance (O&M), Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO), Unspecified Minor Military Construction (UMMC), Afghanistan Security Force Fund (ASFF), and Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP). Appendix A, Table 1 provides the approximate funding for each category over the last three fiscal years. This paper focuses on construction directly supporting U.S. military forces and therefore excludes all projects using ASFF and most projects funded through CERP, as CERP and ASFF appropriations fund security and infrastructure projects in support of Afghans only such as police stations, clinics, and schools or reparations for battle damage.

The monumental task of executing over $17 billion dollars in construction is a leadership challenge, to say the least. Managing six separate appropriations covering the requirements of military operations does not reduce the complexities either. The Government Accounting Office (GAO) and the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) assist leadership by publishing first hand reports of problems with the current construction management practices. Inspections and audits illuminate shortcomings in the planning and construction of facilities in Afghanistan. The reported deficiencies raise questions concerning the selection of construction methods in Afghanistan. The most recent SIGAR report identifies contracting, program management, collaboration with Afghans, and metrics as areas to improve.

In 2009, Commander United States Forces – Afghanistan, General Stanley McCrystal, delegated authority of all construction supporting U.S. military operations to the Joint Forces
Engineering Command – Afghanistan (JFEC-A). Under the JFEC are the regional engineer task forces. The Afghanistan Theater contains five regional commands: Regional Command (RC)-Central, RC-East, RC-South, RC-West, and RC-North. Each RC contains an engineer task force to plan, coordinate, manage, and execute all construction projects within the region. Each engineer task force maintains military labor, equipment, planners, and a headquarters for administration and coordination with adjacent units. More detailed information on expeditionary construction will follow in the section on United States Expeditionary Construction.

Construction and Counterinsurgency Operations

Development of construction methods to improve the areas outlined by the GAO and SIGAR and to support the counterinsurgency guidance provided by the ISAF commander, General David Petraeus, will arguably provide the most lasting impact and greatest probability of success. Based on Petraeus’s guidance and the United States military counterinsurgency manual, the objective is the support of the people through development of the logical lines of operations (LOOs): civil security operations, host nation security forces, essential services, governance, and economic development. The LOOs provide incentives for the population to support the counterinsurgency, and a healthy construction industry is a result of, and a prerequisite for, economic, infrastructure, governance, and security development. Therefore, considering the dollars spent, construction is certainly one area where serious attention should be focused.

While construction is important for success in counterinsurgencies, one must realize construction is a product of local culture. The next section will focus more on how construction is directly proportional to culture, but it is worth mentioning here because of its impact on the success of a counterinsurgency. The logic is as follows: 1. Support of the people leads to
success in counterinsurgency operations; 2. Security, governance, essential services, and economic development lead to the support of the people; 3. Successful construction of sustainable infrastructure directly and indirectly provides security, governance, essential services, and economic development; 4. Knowledge of Afghan culture leads to successful construction of sustainable infrastructure. The key term in the logic is “sustainable” in number three and four. The infrastructure constructed by the occupying force, in the current case the United States, must be sustainable; otherwise, the local population will not be able to maintain it with available resources. As one of the foremost experts on Afghan history, the late Dr. Louis Dupree, stated in reference to the 1946 Helmand Valley Project: “Given the ingredients of the non-literate, peasant-tribal, inward looking society... the human problems appear as monumental as the magnificent engineering edifices left on the landscape: but without consideration of the human factor, great dams simply make great ruins.” While the United States is, by no means, constructing “magnificent engineering edifices,” actually far from it, what is being built will still likely make a ruin, although probably not a great one, unless it is sustainable by the Afghans after the coalition forces depart.

When one deploys to Afghanistan one receives a “culture brief” to learn about how to socialize with Afghans and not offend them. One major difference between western culture and Afghanistan is the interaction between men and women. Typically men and women do not interact socially, but if they do there are some rules. One of those rules is that a woman does not allow a man outside of her immediate family to see her without full head and body covering, or the burqa-chadari. One not associated with construction planning would likely not consider how such a rule could affect the decision to locate a new police station on top of a hill:

A new police station was supposed to be built on a hilltop, a strategic decision. Yet, this would have allowed all of the police and foreign visitors to see into the compounds of the local houses, where the women worked during the day. High walls surround houses in this part of Afghanistan.
The housing compound is an area where women can move freely and work without covering. If outsiders could see inside, and they were not covered, they would be dishonored. They would have to cover themselves at all times after the building was built. The women were very positive about this. What little freedom they had was being taken away. The U.S. military did not consider this when choosing the site for the facility. Eventually another site was identified that satisfied all parties. The delay caused by the local population slowed the construction of this facility by a full year. The previous excerpt is a superb example of how understanding the local culture can impact the progress of the counterinsurgency fight.

Incorporating cultural norms into the planning process of construction projects supporting a counterinsurgency is essential since failure to may result in social unrest. As illustrated, if the U.S. military built the police station the local population may blame the U.S. for building it, the Afghan government for supporting it, and the local police for dishonoring their women. Instead of promoting security and essential services, the police station would create insecurity and anger. Other factors may lead to unrest: construction in sensitive areas, using unacceptable materials or techniques, hiring the wrong workforce, or corruption.

Comparison of Construction Cultures

History of United States Expeditionary Construction

The United States military looks to its historical examples in times of war. In previous wars the military needed ways to quickly house people and protect materiel at far-flung bases. The building needed to be inexpensive, lightweight, and portable for shipping purposes and constructed quickly using hand tools. For millennia, tents were, and in some cases still are, the expeditionary facility of choice. During the First World War, however, the British developed a light prefabricated structure called a Nissen Hut. Although muddy, leaky, and cold, they were cheap, quickly built, and versatile. They were simple brick and tin structures used as billeting space, recreation spots, and offices for thousands of soldiers and airmen during the war. Nissen huts had concrete floors and usually a small, inefficient coke stove for warmth.
In early 1941, the US Military developed the Quonset Hut whose semi-cylindrical form was copied from the British hut. By the end of World War 2, the Quonset Hut was considerably different from its prototype with the major improvements being insulation and leak prevention.23 The Quonset Hut worked well during World War 2 and the Korean War, but as board wood, plywood, and construction engineers became more available, the military shifted to the Southeast Asia (SEA) hut during Vietnam. The SEA hut was specifically developed for use in tropical areas as troop berthing, but it can be readily adapted for use in any situation or climate. The Navy Seabee training manual, Builder 3&2: Volume 2 claims “the standard prefabrication of a SEA hut permits disassembly for movement to other locations when structures are needed rapidly. As with all disassembly of buildings, ensure it is not damaged in the process.”24 The author’s experience with the construction and demolition of SEA huts (they are now called South West Asia [SWA] huts) disproves the last claim. Builders hammer together a modern SEA hut with thousands of nails, electricians wire it full of electricity and communications equipment, and utilities workers prepare it with heating and cooling. Rapid disassembly typically destroys 80% of the materials. The SWA hut, however, is currently the most constructed facility by military labor in Afghanistan today.25

The idea of rapid disassembly and assembly of military facilities, however, is what leads to the newest style of expeditionary facilities utilized by United States forces in Afghanistan today. Visiting a typical logistics base in Afghanistan one will still see the older style facilities construction such as SWA huts, Quonset huts (or the larger version now called a K-span), and even a few tents, but the premier facility today is the Containerized Housing Unit (CHU) or Containerized Living Unit (CLU) or Relocate-able Building (RLB).26 In Afghanistan the facilities are called RLBs, so this paper will use that term. Manufacturers fabricate the RLB with
the same dimensions as a shipping container, allowing for convenient transportation, whether by vessel, train, or semi-trailer. Appendix A provides examples of various RLB styles.

One other area of construction requiring explanation before proceeding, however, is management and administration. There are two ways the United States executes construction in support of the military: contractors and military labor. George Washington appointed the first military engineers in the Army in 1775 during the Revolutionary War, and they have participated in every war since.27 The other services eventually added their own engineers. The Navy Seabees were established in 1942 to construct forward operating bases in the Pacific in support of the Navy and Marines.28 The Air Force established its first engineer units in 1964 and 1965 with Prime Base Engineer Emergency Force (Prime BEEF)29 and Rapid Engineer Deployable Heavy Operational Repair Squadron (RED HORSE),30 respectively, in response to the demand for the ability to respond to bomb damage and disaster recovery at airfields in South Vietnam.

Contractors, of course, have also supported America's wars since the Revolution when George Washington's army relied on civilian wagon drivers.31 After September 11th and the Global War on Terror, high operations tempo became normal for a nation nominally at peace. Given shrinking military end strengths in the 1990's the force mix was reassessed. The shrinking military decided to emphasize the fighting “tooth” rather than the supporting “tail” in the new force mix.32 The eventual effect increased the services dependency on contractors.

Fortunately, the United States military was familiar with contract support for contingency operations. In the mid-1980s, the U.S. Army developed a policy for components to plan and contract for logistics and engineering services on worldwide contingency operations.33 The first actual use of contract support under this Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP) came in 1988 to construct and maintain two petroleum pipeline systems in Southwest Asia in
support of contingency operations. In the 1990's the Navy and Air Force followed the Army’s lead and entered into worldwide blanket contracts, CONCAP and AFCAP, respectively, to provide support for contingency operations.\textsuperscript{34} The LOGCAP program is currently in use in Afghanistan today with the most recent contract awarded to DYNCORP in 2009.\textsuperscript{35}

Understanding the American expeditionary construction process requires discussing project development. When the requirement for a project is identified the requesting command submits an Operational Needs Statement (ONS) to the Joint Facilities Utilization Board (JFUB).\textsuperscript{36} If the ONS is approved by the JFUB the requirement is passed to a steering committee to determine if the project will be executed by contractors or military engineers, depending on the requirement and labor availability. Military engineers typically do not possess strong design capability.\textsuperscript{37} Therefore, if the project requires a design it automatically goes to contractors who possess design and build capabilities. Military engineers will typically execute horizontal work, such as minor airfield and road repairs, and basic vertical work, such as SWA huts and K-spans. Contractors will also tackle the more complex projects such as new roads and airfields, and vertical construction requiring designs.

When a project is slated for contract the requirements are passed to the contracting officer who becomes responsible for the work performed. The contracting officer then works with a military point of contact from the command submitting the ONS to develop the scope of work for the contract.\textsuperscript{38} The contract is awarded, in some cases to the LOGCAP contractor, and the project is executed. Upon completion of the work, the LOGCAP contractor provides maintenance.

The last point on American expeditionary construction is planning. Planning arguably influences the product most because guidance issued at the highest levels of the military
organization sets the constraints and restraints on all construction. First, Section 169 of Title 10 of the U.S. Code\textsuperscript{39} sets the funding restraints for military construction under the six appropriations listed earlier in this section. See appendix A for the funding threshold associated with each appropriation. The thresholds influence construction in two ways: they limit project funding and the timeline for receipt of funds. For example, the MILCON threshold is $750,000, but approval of a MILCON project requires Congressional approval. Therefore, at best, a MILCON project, if justified, will receive funding on the next fiscal year’s budget if it meets the deadline for all approvals up the Department of Defense chain of command. If the military requires quick completion of a project, it must cost less than $750,000.\textsuperscript{40} In Afghanistan, gaining approval of a project in theater leaves a commander with two options: O&M or CERP funds, depending on the type of project. Note the $750,000 MILCON threshold is not a secret; therefore, contractors will submit bids in the $700,000 range in order to maximize profits, which then requires more work on the government side to figure out if the costs are actually justified.

Second, the planning guidance provided by the geographical component commander further constrains builders in theater. In Afghanistan, the “Sandbook” is the published planning guidance provided by the Central Command engineers.\textsuperscript{41} The Sandbook sets limits on space allocation for offices and berthing by rank. In addition, the guidance dictates what types of facilities are authorized on a given sized base. Furthermore, the Sandbook determines a project’s construction quality, and as a result, its cost, based on how long leaders expect base to operate. For example, a large base may construct a hard stand dining facility while personnel at the smallest sized camps must use tents for their meals. If leaders expect the hard stand facility to operate less than ten years builders must use temporary materials like wood or RLBs. Only if the
dining facility will operate more than ten years can engineers utilize permanent materials, such as masonry and steel.\textsuperscript{42}

**Afghan Culture Relative to Construction**

According to a Congressional Research Service report in 2010, local nationals account for 70\% of the workforce in Afghanistan,\textsuperscript{43} and currently ISAF construction is one of the major employers in Afghanistan due to the billions of dollars spent. Construction in Afghanistan is essentially the product of the environment and the culture. In most cases, resources are adapted to meet Afghan cultural needs and environmental conditions; Afghan cultural requirements also determine the layout of buildings and villages. These traditions are the result of a compromise between what the Afghans desire, what the environment requires, and what is available.\textsuperscript{44} The materials used in local construction projects typically depend on the region and the type of structure.

Facilities in Afghanistan typically take the form of curved-roof construction or flat-roof construction.\textsuperscript{45} The local structures are the result of thousands of years of accumulated knowledge passed down through the generations. Curved roof structures are found where wood is not available or where wood-boring insects are prevalent, mostly in the western part of the country and in Kandahar Province. The curved roofs provide some advantages over flat roofs such as allowing cooler air in the living area because heat rises into the vaulted roof. The layer of heat near the ceiling prevents heat from entering the building through the roof. In addition, the walls must be thicker to compensate for the heavier loads created by the curved roof. The thicker walls provide additional insulation. The curved roof structures mostly use either sun-dried brick or fired brick as the material of choice. Sun-dried bricks are not as strong as fired
bricks, but they are the most common material used because they are cheap and readily available. "The bricks are held in place with quick-drying, highly viscous mortar."\footnote{46}

Flat roof structures are prevalent where wood is available in the central, eastern, and northern mountainous regions. There are five styles of flat roof construction. First, the mud and brick walls are found in central and eastern Afghanistan where they are constructed from pressed mud and sun-dried brick. The technique is similar to the adobe construction of the southwest United States. Second, the massive mud wall construction is found from Kabul to Kandahar in areas where there was traditionally a lack of security. The enormous walls and defensive towers, however, require constant maintenance because of erosion. Third, timber and stonewalls are normally in the remote Nuristan area and can be constructed to an acceptable height for protection yet require little or no maintenance. In addition, the timber and stone walls use "elaborate post and beam construction employing no nails."\footnote{47} The last two types are the massive stone walls and brick and wood frame construction, but they are only found in the isolated mountainous regions of Selang and Istaf.\footnote{48}

Another influence on Afghan construction is the presence of Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) that perform a multitude of service and humanitarian functions for no profit. NGOs have worked in Afghanistan since the end of World War Two and survived the Soviet occupation and Taliban government. In the early 1980's there were seventeen NGOs, by 1992 there were 160,\footnote{49} and today there are 1297 local and 313 international registered NGOs in Afghanistan.\footnote{50} NGOs received over $14.7 billion dollars from donor nations between 2002 and 2008; the United States led with $5 billion.\footnote{51}

The problem with the NGOs is a catch twenty-two. Afghanistan needs the NGOs to provide essential services, but they come at a high price. First, the NGOs hire the qualified
workers away from the Afghan government because the NGOs pay better due to their funding sources. Then the Afghan government must hire the NGO to provide certain services, at a higher cost, because the government does not possess the ability to do it.\textsuperscript{52} If the Kabul government could provide better pay and management, it could provide the services for at least the same cost, in addition to building the credibility of being a service provider. In effect, the NGOs contribute to the de-legitimization of the government.

In addition, the NGOs strain their relationship with the Afghan government when they openly criticize them, promoting further doubt as to the government's legitimacy.\textsuperscript{53} Because of the past poor relationship the government passed a law in 2005 requiring NGOs to register with the Ministry of Economy. The law requires NGOs to obtain permission from the Minister of the Economy prior to "participation in construction projects and contracts."\textsuperscript{54} This law made it very hard for NGOs to obtain legal permission to build in Afghanistan but provided much better government oversight on construction projects and contracts. More importantly, the law differentiated between NGO and for profit companies, stripping the NGO title from private businesses seeking tax exemption, and increasing the credibility and impartiality of actual NGOs. Potentially the law, which by itself shows progress of governance, can rehabilitate the relationship between the NGOs and the government and further the ability of Afghanistan to provide its own services and develop legitimacy.\textsuperscript{55}

In addition to NGOs Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) contribute to the construction environment in Afghanistan. The PRTs were created by the Bonn Donors’ Conference Agreement in 2001.\textsuperscript{56} PRTs are used to promote the Afghan government’s reconstruction by providing infrastructure and services to communities. A PRT is typically around 100 people composed of coalition military, diplomatic, and reconstruction experts.
Coalition governments responsible for the PRT provide the funding. USAID and the State Department fund American-led PRTs. Compared to the NGOs, the PRTs' focus is more short term, to win "hearts and minds" and reduce violent incidents. The approach, however, does not always account for long term effects of the PRTs' projects with regard to sustainability or community buy in often leading to lack of support for a facility after completion. In other words, the U.S. is doing well influencing the hearts of the Afghans – gaining their respect for the reconstruction efforts – but many Afghans do not believe the U.S. will stay long enough to change their lives.

Advantages and Disadvantages of U.S. Construction Methods in Afghanistan

Several considerations allow us to evaluate success: timeliness, cost impact on LOOs, quality, security, and support to the war fighters. Timeliness needs consideration because of the urgency placed on wartime operations and the impatience of the Afghans and the American public towards the mission in Afghanistan. Funding is not an issue in the Afghan Theater, as General Petraeus stated in his counterinsurgency guidance to NATO forces “money is ammunition” and “how we spend is often more important than how much we spend.” Along similar lines, one might ask whether the right quality standards are being set for construction in Afghanistan and are they helping or hurting the mission – are they winning hearts and convincing minds? The security implications of the construction project decisions result in lives saved or lost on the battlefield, are they supporting the war fighters?

Advantages of Current Construction Methods

As far as timeliness, the U.S. is benefitting from the current construction methods supporting military operations. First, funds are plentiful and readily available as long as the project can be executed for less than $750,000, which is still a substantial sum of money in
Afghanistan. One can surmise that much can be accomplished in Afghanistan if a project is properly planned using local labor and resources. Even without local labor, contractors provide plenty of support for construction of facilities. In addition to contractors, NGOs and PRTs also contribute to the execution of construction projects, further enhancing the ability of the United States to quickly accomplish projects supporting operations in Afghanistan. Beyond labor, the plethora of construction equipment sent to Afghanistan to support the engineer task forces improves project schedules compared to what the case would be if the armed forces relied on locally rented or contracted equipment.

Quality of construction is definitely a feature western engineers can introduce to Afghanistan, since buildings in developing countries should be built according to specifications and codes. The United States maintains trained contracting officer representatives (COR) to ensure quality control, and organizations such as the GAO and SIGAR to prevent corruption, waste, fraud, and abuse. While there are some complaints about construction quality in Afghanistan one can argue that due to the enormity of the reconstruction there will be some items slipping through the COR’s oversight. DOD construction contracts awarded follow guidelines in the Federal Acquisition Regulation that spell out requirements for quality control, quality assurance, and safety. Furthermore, U.S. planners possess knowledge on guide specifications and building codes that will ensure the safe construction of facilities.

A major concern for the construction of facilities supporting U.S. forces is security. The current method of execution by either military labor or vetted contractors established on coalition bases is certainly an advantage for security purposes. Since construction in direct support of U.S. military operations is more often than not limited to the bases where American troops eat, sleep, work, and live, concern for security cannot be high enough. In addition to labor, supply
sources are a security concern also. One item that is nearly always supplied locally is gravel. Gravel typically arrives in a dump truck, potentially a good delivery method for an improvised explosive device, as occurred in 2007 in Ramadi, Iraq. The military and contractors essentially mitigate risk when they arrange for supplies flown in from the United States or Europe, but the costs are colossal.

One area where the current construction practices do not show much direct benefit is the support of the five counterinsurgency LOOs: civil security operations, host nation security forces, essential services, governance, and economic development. One may argue that construction of facilities supporting ISAF units indirectly benefits civil security operations, Afghan security forces, and governance. However, the benefits are merely short term, once the ISAF units redeploy their facilities no longer support security or governance. There are some benefits to the economy through Afghan labor hired by contractors, but due to the types of facilities constructed, the Afghans are not developing useful long-term labor skills.

Support of the war fighter is the primary function of facilities constructed by the U.S. on coalition bases in Afghanistan. A major benefit of the current construction methods in Afghanistan is its familiarity, which leads to timely construction. The military engineers are very proficient at building SWA huts and K-spans, and as a result they can construct them rather quickly. Constructing unfamiliar Afghan style structures would require a learning curve that would hinder operations. In addition, since security and safety of the troops is most important, the current requirement for construction of facilities to meet international building codes is extremely beneficial. Finally, the use of military and vetted contractor labor presents a low threat and mitigates risk of terrorism on coalition bases.

Disadvantages of Current Construction Methods
Current construction practices still proceed slowly, most notably projects over the MILCON threshold and because of the inefficient supply chain in Afghanistan. Realistically, to build a quality facility in Afghanistan one must exceed the MILCON threshold. Currently, military engineers are constructing oversized SWA huts for slightly less than $600,000, which does not leave much room for quality improvements before reaching the MILCON limit. Furthermore, the MILCON threshold restricts the planners’ ability to meet short-term facility requirements while at the same time developing Afghanistan’s economy and supply chain by using local materials for construction. In order to develop local material sources such as masonry and concrete, initial construction costs will today exceed MILCON. Only eventually will costs decrease as local sources are established. The underdeveloped construction materials business in Afghanistan also creates delays in construction completion times. Since most construction supplies are not now locally available, military engineers and contractors must rely on resources from Europe and America, which often take weeks, or even months, to arrive in theater and they cost more.

Since both the MILCON threshold and limited local supplies restrict what can be constructed, quality suffers. The service member is essentially stuck with wooden SWA huts, metal K-spans, RLBs, or tents for their operational facilities. In Afghanistan, because of the environment, wood, metal, and tent fabric do not last long. Wood warps from the extremely hot and dry weather and termites lay waste to SWA huts once treatments degrade from the elements. SWA huts also pose a high fire safety risk. Metal K-spans are better than SWA huts, but due to the higher material costs their size is very restricted, which limits their use. RLBs provide a quality facility but even less space than a K-span since they are the standard container size of
eight by eight by twenty or 160 square feet. Tents do not provide adequate shelter from the dust, cold, and heat and do not last beyond a short period.

The current facilities by themselves do not provide security against indirect fire such as mortars or rockets or against improvised explosive devices. Expensive concrete walls, sandbags, and HESCO barriers provide protection for the SWA huts, K-spans, and tents. The reinforcement substantially increases costs, but security costs do not count against the MILCON threshold. While reinforcement protects against horizontal fire, indirect fire from rockets and mortars are still deadly threats as they often avoid concrete walls and HESCO barriers.

Probably the biggest disadvantage of the current construction process concerns its support of the counterinsurgency LOOs. First, the United States is occupying bases once belonging to Afghanistan and one day the Afghan military will use them again. Therefore, building facilities the Afghan military forces can move into, utilize, and maintain after the war is the most beneficial course of action. However, the temporary facilities the U.S. military is constructing will not last long enough for the Afghan military to use. Even if the U.S. did construct permanent facilities, the Afghans face near impossible maintenance requirements as the construction used materials from the United States and Europe instead of developing local supplies. One should note the millions of dollars spent on RLBs are going to the Italian and Chinese companies supplying the RLB containers. Another disappointment about the construction of military bases in Afghanistan is the lack of buy in or partnership with the Afghan government on how they want their bases developed so they can use them when we leave. Instead, the United States is spending money building facilities for its own forces and then spends more money to construct ANSF structures on land adjacent to coalition bases. One bird is being killed with two stones in this case.
One can argue that setting conditions for a stable Afghanistan leading to redeployment of U.S. forces best supports the war fighter. The current construction strategy is not supporting long-term establishment of the counterinsurgency LOOs, as shown in the previous paragraph. The substantial OEF construction funding can positively influence, either directly or indirectly, the LOOs, which, according to war fighting manuals, would lead us to an exit strategy.

**Was the Decision for Construction Execution Methods Sound?**

Was the decision to use the historically standard expeditionary construction methods in support of military operations in Afghanistan sound? Applying the logic a successful COIN operation requires, one can begin to see both problems and genuine success. To refresh, the logic follows: 1. Support of the people leads to success in counterinsurgency operations; 2. Security, governance, essential services, and economic development lead to the support of the people; 3. Successful construction of sustainable infrastructure directly and indirectly provides security, governance, essential services, and economic development; 4. Knowledge of Afghan culture leads to successful construction of sustainable infrastructure. Again, the key term in the logic is “sustainable” in number three and four.

The U.S.’s utilization of western construction labor, materials, and styles is not developing sustainable infrastructure on military bases in Afghanistan. Since the United States is not collaborating with the Afghan government in constructing military facilities, there is no buy in, no genuine partnership, and no net contribution to Afghan development or infrastructure. Since there is no buy in, the U.S. is building facilities that will most likely not be sustainable by the Afghan government once the U.S. leaves. As a result, the bases will need rebuilding or abandonment. Rebuilding will be difficult, as development of local suppliers did not happen during construction. Since the infrastructure is not sustainable, it does not support long term
functioning of security, governance, essential services, or economic development in Afghanistan, and the coalition forces are no closer to the exit from Afghanistan.

What can remedy the faults of the current construction strategy in Afghanistan? The recommendations of SIGAR and the GAO can lead to improvements in the use of construction dollars, specifically development of a better relationship with Afghan labor and suppliers. There are other potential improvements capable of enhancing funds spent on construction. Commanders need the ability of exceed the MILCON threshold if they can justify additional costs in order to develop local sources of construction materials and labor to support development of the LOOs. As mentioned by the GAO and SIGAR, partnerships with the Afghan government should be further developed in order to better plan for their future infrastructure as far as military installations. Lastly, ISAF should develop more Afghan contractors despite the fact that they will not be able to comply immediately with all of the requirements in the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

Conclusion

When commanders develop decisions, even on items not directly related to engaging the enemy, their impact can potentially be great. One area where the commanders' decision is seriously affecting the battle space and long-term outcomes is construction. Since the United States spends the majority of funds allocated for Afghanistan’s reconstruction on building facilities and infrastructure, to the tune of $17 billion in the last three years, the processes used to administer, manage, and execute construction projects need to be examined. Examination of the construction process in Afghanistan needs to include how it ties into and supports the counterinsurgency “Logical Lines of Operations.” A successful construction program directly and indirectly benefits each of the LOOs, and more importantly, contributes to the exit strategy.
The decision is not an easy one, especially if leaders are unfamiliar with a function, such as construction. There are many ways construction impacts a battle space. Some methods are more timely, secure, or supportive of the troops’ quality of life while other approaches provide better support to the LOOs and the exit strategy. A re-examination of the construction strategy can lead to improvements in Afghanistan and the eventual redeployment of U.S. forces.
APPENDIX A

MILITARY FUNDING APPROPRIATIONS AND LIMITATION

Table 1: Funding by appropriation type and amounts for OEF.\textsuperscript{66}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund Type</th>
<th>FY09</th>
<th>FY10</th>
<th>FY11</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCO, O&amp;M, and UMMC</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>$1.05</td>
<td>$4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILCON</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$1.60</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERP</td>
<td>$0.55</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASFF</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
<td>$2.70</td>
<td>$2.90</td>
<td>$6.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$4.05</td>
<td>$6.85</td>
<td>$6.75</td>
<td>$17.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amounts in billions.

Table 2: Funding thresholds for each appropriation.\textsuperscript{67}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund Type</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Approving Authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Secretary of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&amp;M</td>
<td>$750</td>
<td>Task Force Commander – JFUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&amp;M to correct life threatening conditions</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>Task Force Commander – JFUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMMC</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>Service Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMMC to correct life threatening conditions</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td>Service Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILCON</td>
<td></td>
<td>Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERP</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>Local Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASFF</td>
<td></td>
<td>Congress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amounts in thousands.
Photo 1: Two-story RLBs in Afghanistan\textsuperscript{68}
Photo 2: RLBs single story configuration.\textsuperscript{69}

Photo 3: Multi-story RLBs.\textsuperscript{70}
APPENDIX C

SEDENTARY DWELLING SKETCHES

Plate 1: Sketch of curved roof building.\textsuperscript{71}
Plate 2: Sketch of curved-roof construction (single vault).\textsuperscript{72}

Plate 3: Sketch of curved-roof construction (multiple vaults).\textsuperscript{73}
Plate 4: Sketch of flat roof buildings.\textsuperscript{74}

Photo 4: Interior look at brick wall structure.\textsuperscript{75}
Photo 5: Flat roof construction in Khost.\textsuperscript{76}

Plate 5: Sketch of a fortified compound.\textsuperscript{77}
Plate 6: Sketch of a Nuristani flat roof building.
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